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Introduction Why measure jet substructure?

Relevance and motivation for jet substructure at the LHC
The structure of the jet itself begs for much
more than just a simple 4-vector description.

Develop understanding of the wide-angle
emissions that give rise to jet mass (NLO,
but LO in the jet mass!)
Study the interplay of the parton shower
with the matrix element description
Provide a foundation on which to predict
the backgrounds to new physics searches
Assess tools for predicting the shapes and
structure of jets formed from boosted
massive particle decays to quarks and
gluons

How much do these jets look like they
have hard substructure?
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The ATLAS detector Subdetector systems used for jet physics

The ATLAS detector at the LHC
Weight: 7000 tons
Length × height: 44m × 25m
Toroid: 4 T
Solenoid: 2 T

100,000,000 electronic channels
3000 km of cables

But the whole is more than just the sum of its parts...
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The ATLAS detector Subdetector systems used for jet physics

The ATLAS calorimeter system

•  Cu-LAr  
  structure 
•  1.5 < |η| < 3.2  

•  Pb-LAr  
   accordion 
•  |η| < 2.5  

•  Fe-Scintillating 
   Tile structure 
•  |η| < 1.7  

•  Cu/W-LAr  
   structure 
•  3.2 < |η| < 4.9  

Cryostat (dead material)
(LAr: Liquid Argon) 

Min. bias trigger scintillators (MBTS)

Well known technologies with fast readout and high granularity.
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Measurements in inclusive jets Quark vs. gluon tagging

Quark vs. gluon tagging
ATLAS-CONF-2011-053 and additional ATLAS studies

Use jet properties to
distinguish quark-like from
gluon-like jets

Schwartz and Gallichio
(arXiv:1106.3076)
Ntrack
Width (first moment of
radial pT distribution)

HERWIG++ 2.5.2 gluon jet
properties signif. different
from PYTHIA, seems to agree
with data

More info in backup

Applications in Higgs,
SUSY, and SM
measurements (coming
soon!)
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Measurements in inclusive jets Unfolded jet mass and substructure in 35 pb−1

First measurements of “fat” jet substructure (35 pb−1)
Using the anti-kt, R = 1.0 and C/A, R = 1.2 “fat” jet algorithms (arXiv:1203.4606)
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(Thaler & Tilburg, JHEP 03 (2011) 015)

Jet mass is unfolded to the particle level to correct for detector effects.
PYTHIA under(over)estimates number of jets with large (small) jet mass
“3-body-like” measure: N-subjettiness, τN (Thaler & Tilburg)

Little difference between τ32 in PYTHIA 6.423 and HERWIG++ 2.4.2 after unfolding
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Measurements in inclusive jets Unfolded jet mass and substructure in 35 pb−1

Jet “grooming” algorithms in active use in ATLAS
An attempt to remove uncorrelated soft, wide-angle radiation without significantly
affecting hard, massive splittings within parton shower or, more importantly, heavy
particle decays→ Improve mass resolution & S/B, reduce sensitivity to UE/pile-up.

Mass-drop Filtering: (BDRS, PRL 2008)

Pruning: (Ellis, Vermillion, & Walsh, PRD 2009)

Trimming: (Krohn, Thaler, & Wang, JHEP 2010)
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Measurements in inclusive jets Unfolded jet mass and substructure in 35 pb−1

First measurements of split/filtered jet mass (35 pb−1)
By applying the jet filtering algorithm (necessary for mass resolution in boosted Higgs,
H → bb̄), generator differences are reduced and impact of pile-up is removed.
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World’s first measurement of split/filtered jet mass. Agreement among MC is good
after filtering→ soft components reduced / removed.

arXiv:1203.4606

(Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam - BDRS, PRL 100, 242001 (2008))
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Measurements in inclusive jets Detector-level jet mass, substructure, and grooming in 5 fb−1

Comparisons of “fat” jet substructure with 5 fb−1 (I)
“Ungroomed” and trimmed jet mass: PYTHIA vs. POWHEG+PYTHIA
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-065

10%-15% improvements in jet mass description with NLO, up to 25% for
√

d12
PYTHIA 6.425 tends to underestimate underestimate hard, wide-angle emission
POWHEG+PYTHIA 6.425 is accurate to few %, even at large Mjet.

(Krohn, Thaler, & Wang, JHEP 02(2010)084)
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Measurements in inclusive jets Detector-level jet mass, substructure, and grooming in 5 fb−1

Comparisons of “fat” jet substructure with 5 fb−1 (II)
“Ungroomed” and trimmed jet mass: PYTHIA vs. POWHEG+PYTHIA
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-066

Grooming provides resilience against pile-up
Full jet mass distribution exhibits significantly improved stability
Not a jet mass correction but rather a robust new definition of a jet
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Boosted hadronic object measurements and searches Standard Model top quarks at high pT

Commissioning boosted object tools with SM top quarks (I)
Enriched sample of boosted tops using semi-leptonic (µ) selection and high-pT fat jets
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-065

Significant increase in the purity of the top mass peak between 120 < Mjet < 200 GeV
Narrower top mass peak after trimming that is well described by the data
Rate of boosted tops is well-predicted by MC@NLO top MC

implicit limits from this plot alone

b-tag requirement highlights improvement in mass resolution from trimming
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Boosted hadronic object measurements and searches Standard Model top quarks at high pT

Commissioning boosted object tools with SM top quarks (I)
Enriched sample of boosted tops using semi-leptonic (µ) selection and high-pT fat jets
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-065

Significant increase in the purity of the top mass peak between 120 < Mjet < 200 GeV
Narrower top mass peak after trimming that is well described by the data
Rate of boosted tops is well-predicted by MC@NLO top MC

implicit limits from this plot alone

b-tag requirement highlights improvement in mass resolution from trimming
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Boosted hadronic object measurements and searches Standard Model top quarks at high pT

Complex tagging algorithms using substructure
HEPTopTagger: Plehn, Salam, Spannowksy, PRL 104, 111801 (2010) and Plehn, Spannowsky,
Takeuchi, Zerwas JHEP 10(2010)078

Combine generic substructure
tools like mass drop and
properties of the decay
products like the helicity angle
of the W and create a tagger:

1 Cluster fat jet and apply
mass-drop

2 Find subjets and keep N
hardest

3 Recluster into 3 objects
(for top tagging)
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Boosted hadronic object measurements and searches Standard Model top quarks at high pT

Commissioning boosted object tools with SM top quarks (II)
HEPTopTagger (HTT) in data
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-065

Significant drop in background contamination from W+jets and increase in mass
resolution
Again, both shape and rate of high-pT top quarks well reproduced by MC@NLO (top)
and ALPGEN (W+jets)
Calibration of subjets used in HEPTopTagger imporant
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Boosted hadronic object measurements and searches Search for boosted t̄t resonances

Search for all-hadronic t̄t resonances using HEPTopTagger
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-102

Put HEPTopTagger to use in search for Z′ → t̄t
Reconstruct top mass peak to demonstrate a consistent and well-understood final state
Search in the t̄t invariant mass spectrum for signs of new physics.
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Boosted hadronic object measurements and searches Search for boosted t̄t resonances

Search for all-hadronic t̄t resonances using HEPTopTagger
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Expected and observed limits on the σ×BR vs. the mt̄t for (left) Z′ → t̄t and (right)
Kaluza-Klein gluon gKK → t̄t
Largest uncertainties: b-tagging efficiency, t̄t normalization, the jet energy scale
Upcoming combination with a 2nd approach for even higher-pT sensitivity
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Summary and Conclusions

Summary and conclusions
ATLAS has a robust and broad effort devoted to
understanding and treating jets as much more than
just a fixed 4-vector surrogate for a parton.

Summary

Fully unfolded Standard Model jet mass
measurements with a variety of algorithms,
including grooming
Comprehensive detector-level benchmarks and
“analysis-ready” syst. unc. for many additional
configurations
In situ validation using boosted Standard
Model top quarks, and searches based on these
techniques demonstrate their efficacy

Conclusions

ATLAS is leveraging advances in detector
technology and theoretical foundations to
investigate the limits of the energy frontier

2014?
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Backup slides and additional information

Additional Material
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Backup slides and additional information Historical context

First evidence for jet production at SLAC, 37 years ago

-22- 

The agreement of the observed sphericity distributions with the predictions 

of the jet model as opposed to phase space is evidence for jet structure in hadron 

production by e+e- anfiihilation. 2o A sample 7.4 GeV event, which illustrates the 

reconstructed jet axis and may illustrate a typical jet-like event, is shown in 

Fig. 18. This event has eight prongs, two of which have x> 0.3. The other six 

prongs have low momenta. The event has S= 0.08 1. The observed energy is less 

thanEc m and the momenta do not balance, so there are missing particles. 
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Fig. 18. Momentum space representa- 
tion of a sample 7.4 GeV event. px, py, 
and pz refer to the three spatial com- 
ponents of the particle momenta. The 
z-axis lies along the positron direction. 
This event has 8 prongs, 2 with x> 0.3. 
The reconstructed jet axis is repre- 
sented by the dashed line. The event 
has S=O. 081. 
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Fig. 18. Momentum space representa- 
tion of a sample 7.4 GeV event. px, py, 
and pz refer to the three spatial com- 
ponents of the particle momenta. The 
z-axis lies along the positron direction. 
This event has 8 prongs, 2 with x> 0.3. 
The reconstructed jet axis is repre- 
sented by the dashed line. The event 
has S=O. 081. 

√
s = 7.4 GeV event from the SLAC/LBL magnetic detector (1975).

SLAC scientists proved that protons were indeed composite objects, likely
composed of Zweig and Gell-Mann’s quarks, and that these objects formed
“jets” in their detector: predictable, clustered patterns of energy deposits.
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Evidence for jet production at CERN’s UA2 (1982)
First observation at a hadron-hadron collider
√

s = 540 GeV
m1,2 = 140 GeV
pT,1 = 60 GeV
pT,2 = 57 GeV
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The ATLAS calorimeter system
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of a barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible with the ganging
of electrodes in ! . The granularity in " and ! of the cells of each of the three layers and of the
trigger towers is also shown.

5.2.2 Barrel geometry

The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter [107] is made of two half-barrels, centred around the z-
axis. One half-barrel covers the region with z > 0 (0 < " < 1.475) and the other one the region
with z < 0 (!1.475 < " < 0). The length of each half-barrel is 3.2 m, their inner and outer
diameters are 2.8 m and 4 m respectively, and each half-barrel weighs 57 tonnes. As mentioned
above, the barrel calorimeter is complemented with a liquid-argon presampler detector, placed in
front of its inner surface, over the full "-range.

A half-barrel is made of 1024 accordion-shaped absorbers, interleaved with readout elec-
trodes. The electrodes are positioned in the middle of the gap by honeycomb spacers. The size
of the drift gap on each side of the electrode is 2.1 mm, which corresponds to a total drift time
of about 450 ns for an operating voltage of 2000 V. Once assembled, a half-barrel presents no

– 114 –

Highly granular EM calorimeter with
longitudinal segmentation
∆η ×∆φ ≈ 0.025× 0.025 for the
central compartment
22X0 − 33X0 in the barrel

Excellent energy resolution overall
(≈ 60%/
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7− 8λ0 in the hadronic calorimeter
alone
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supplies which power the readout are mounted in an external steel box, which has the cross-section
of the support girder and which also contains the external connections for power and other services
for the electronics (see section 5.6.3.1). Finally, the calorimeter is equipped with three calibration
systems: charge injection, laser and a 137Cs radioactive source. These systems test the optical
and digitised signals at various stages and are used to set the PMT gains to a uniformity of ±3%
(see section 5.6.2).

5.3.1.2 Mechanical structure
Photomultiplier

Wavelength-shifting fibre

Scintillator Steel

Source

tubes

Figure 5.9: Schematic showing how the mechan-
ical assembly and the optical readout of the tile
calorimeter are integrated together. The vari-
ous components of the optical readout, namely
the tiles, the fibres and the photomultipliers, are
shown.

The mechanical structure of the tile calorime-
ter is designed as a self-supporting, segmented
structure comprising 64 modules, each sub-
tending 5.625 degrees in azimuth, for each of
the three sections of the calorimeter [112]. The
module sub-assembly is shown in figure 5.10.
Each module contains a precision-machined
strong-back steel girder, the edges of which
are used to establish a module-to-module gap
of 1.5 mm at the inner radius. To maximise
the use of radial space, the girder provides both
the volume in which the tile calorimeter read-
out electronics are contained and the flux return
for the solenoid field. The readout fibres, suit-
ably bundled, penetrate the edges of the gird-
ers through machined holes, into which plas-
tic rings have been precisely mounted. These
rings are matched to the position of photomul-
tipliers. The fundamental element of the ab-
sorber structure consists of a 5 mm thick mas-
ter plate, onto which 4 mm thick spacer plates
are glued in a staggered fashion to form the
pockets in which the scintillator tiles are lo-
cated [113]. The master plate was fabricated
by high-precision die stamping to obtain the dimensional tolerances required to meet the specifica-
tion for the module-to-module gap. At the module edges, the spacer plates are aligned into recessed
slots, in which the readout fibres run. Holes in the master and spacer plates allow the insertion of
stainless-steel tubes for the radioactive source calibration system.

Each module is constructed by gluing the structures described above into sub-modules on a
custom stacking fixture. These are then bolted onto the girder to form modules, with care being
taken to ensure that the azimuthal alignment meets the specifications. The calorimeter is assembled
by mounting and bolting modules to each other in sequence. Shims are inserted at the inner and
outer radius load-bearing surfaces to control the overall geometry and yield a nominal module-
to-module azimuthal gap of 1.5 mm and a radial envelope which is generally within 5 mm of the
nominal one [112, 114].

– 122 –
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Systematic evaluation of IR-safe jet algorithms
The LHC experiments (most notably, ATLAS and CMS) are the first
experiments to systematically choose theoretically well-motivated algorithms
to perform their measurements.

21st century jet algorithms

Recombination: Cone:
kt algorithm

Cambridge/Aachen alg.

anti-kt algorithm

a

CDF JetClu

CDF MidPoint

D0 (run II) Cone

PxCone

ATLAS Cone

CMS Iterative Cone

PyCell/CellJet

GetJet

SISCone

4 available
safe algorithms

anti-kt adopted as default by ATLAS and CMS

– p. 12

G. Soyez, CERN 2010
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Inputs to jet reconstruction
ATLAS has a highly flexible and robust set of input signals to consider for jet
reconstruction:

Towers without noise
suppression

Topological clusters Towers with noise sup-
pression

Tracks

Each of these has been studied in detail in the data in order to ensure a thorough
understanding of the jet reconstruction itself and the signal model being used to form
the basis for physics measurements.

ATLAS-CONF-2010-18
ATLAS-CONF-2010-53

Topological
clustering for
noise suppression

!"#$$#$! %!"#$%&'()(*+,,+$-(.
/
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Input to jet reconstruction: topological clusters
Since the Tevatron and H1, new techniques for combining calorimeter cells have
been explored such as 3-dimensional clustering, or topological clustering

1 Find seed cells above some
noise threshold
(Ecell/σ

noise
cell ≥ Nthreshold)

2 Then cluster cells around
that in 3-dimensions,
successively allowing in
more cells

For example: 4σ seed,
several layers of 2σ cells,
last layer of all cells

These clusters can then be used as
the basic object of calibration
instead of entire jets! Will focus
here on early data approaches
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Backup slides and additional information JES pile-up uncertainty and corrections

Measuring the effects of pile-up on the jet energy scale
As the level of in-time pile-up increases (i.e. the number of simultaneous
proton-proton collisions in the same bunch-crossing) the average total energy
deposition in the calorimeters also increases.

Clusters, cells (Tile, LAr, HEC) energy

2 minimum bias interactions
3 minimum bias interactions
10 minimum bias interactions

Fundamental aspects

Assumed to be completely independent of the hard-scattering activity
Thus, also independent from the hard-scatter jet pT
Roughly uniform in φ with respect to the hard-scatter

not with respect to the UE!
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Backup slides and additional information JES pile-up uncertainty and corrections

Thinking about pile-up contributions to the jet-energy scale
Traditional approach: pile-up contributes an uncorrelated, soft, diffuse background.
⇒ subtract this contribution on average or using individual event & jet information.

Ecorrected
T = ET −O(η,L;NPV,A)

O(η,L;NPV,A) =
(
ρ × A

)
Must derive the quantity (density) to subtract

Measure the average tower energy density in events with different number of
interactions (NPV)
Measure the event-by-event density by looking at the entire event (Salam, et al.)
Use a 2D/3D grid at any energy scale, with any input→ under study

Must estimate the metric (area) with which we perform the subtraction

Atower
jet [determined jet-by-jet with towers, averaged with clusters]
Aghost

jet [theoretically dynamic, but near δ-function for anti-kt jets]
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The point of the offset correction is to render the jet calibration
independent of the instantaneous luminosity (pile-up).
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Jet-vertex association
Originally developed by the DØ Collaboration

The Jet Vertex Fraction (JVF)
JVF measures the fraction of charged particle transverse momentum in each jet (in the form of
tracks) originating in each identified primary vertex in the event.

Associate jets to primary vertices using tracks and obtain a jet-by-jet energy correction and
jet-selection criterion.
Improve jet-energy reconstruction, missing Et resolution and primary vertex (PV) selection
using this jet-vertex fraction, or JVF.

JVF[jet1, PV1] = 0.66 
JVF[jet1, PV2] = 0.33 

JVF[jet2, PV1] = 0 
JVF[jet2, PV2] = 1 

PV2	   PV1	  

jet1	  

jet2	  

Z 

* Caveat: tracks can be associated to more than one vertex  

JVF discriminant definition

JVF(jeti, vtxj) =

∑
k pT(trkjeti

k , vtxj)∑
n
∑

l pT(trkjeti
l , vtxn)

For jet i, JVF is the track pT fraction from vertex j.
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Internal “classical” jet shapes with 2010 data
Using the anti-kt R = 0.6 jet algorithm (Phys. Rev. D 83, 052003 (2011))

Jet

R

r
!r

Differential anti-kt R = 0.6 jet shape densities – per annulus – demonstrate clear
jet-like structure (dense core and diffuse periphery).
Tests of different Monte Carlo generators (2 PYTHIA versions, ALPGEN, HERWIG++)
show varying levels of agreement.
Perugia 2010 tune of PYTHIA and HERWIG++ consistently describe the data very well.
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Quark vs. gluon tagging
ATLAS-CONF-2011-053 and additional studies

Use properties of jets
that distinguish
quark-like jets from
gluon-like jets

Ntrack
“Width” (first
moment of radial
pT distribution)

Measure the fraction
of each type vs. pT
(and Njet)

Applications in
Higgs, SUSY, and
SM measurements
(coming soon!)
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Quark vs. gluon tagging
ATLAS-CONF-2011-053 and additional studies

Use jet properties to
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from gluon-like jets

Ntrack
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distribution)
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jet properties different,
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Jet “grooming” algorithms in active use in ATLAS
An attempt to remove uncorrelated soft, wide-angle radiation without significantly
affecting hard, massive splittings within parton shower or, more importantly, heavy
particle decays→ Improve mass resolution & S/B, reduce sensitivity to UE/pile-up.

Mass-drop Filtering: (BDRS, PRL 2008)

Decluster until largest subjet mass
(mj1) is less than µfrac ×Mjet and they
are relatively symmetric (ycut)
Retain the three highest pT
subjets

Pruning: (Ellis, Vermillion, & Walsh, PRD 2009)

Rebuild jet with C/A or kt

Veto wide angle (Rcut) and soft
(zcut) recombinations
Does not recreate subjets but
prunes at each point in jet
reconstruction

Trimming: (Krohn, Thaler, & Wang, JHEP 2010)

Recluster into kt subjets with
R = Rsub

Remove those with pti/pjet
T < fcut
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First measurements of “fat” jet substructure (35 pb−1)
Using the anti-kt, R = 1.0 and C/A, R = 1.2 “fat” jet algorithms (arXiv:1203.4606)
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(Butterworth, Cox, & Forshaw, PRD 65 096014 (2002))

Jet mass is unfolded to the particle level to correct for detector effects.
PYTHIA under(over)estimates number of jets with large (small) jet mass
Jet “splitting scale”:

√
dij = min(pTi, pTj)×∆Rij (Butterworth, Cox, & Forshaw)

→ massive, wide-angle emissions→ need NLO
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Impact of the jet definition on the di-jet mass resolution

Dramatic difference depending on jet
algorithm and size
Jet “grooming” may be important

Dynamic modification of the jet
algorithm in a theoretically well-defined
manner
Examples: Trimming, filtering, pruning

Ability to discover a new resonance may
be compromised by our preconceived
notions

→ Flexibility in jet definition is important.

G. Salam:
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Detailed comparisons of grooming algorithm performance
Many combinations of grooming configurations in data and MC, signal and background
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-066

Multiple figures of merit: signal resolution in 2- and 3-prong boosted objects,
resilience to pile-up, signal efficiency for benchmark processes, etc.
Generic recommendation to ATLAS: trimmed anti-kt R = 1.0 (fcut = 0.05, Rsub = 0.3)
and split/filtered C/A R = 1.2 and µfrac = 0.67
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Comparisons of “fat” jet structure at ATLAS (5 fb−1)
“Ungroomed” and trimmed jet splitting scales: PYTHIA vs. POWHEG+PYTHIA
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-065

PYTHIA exhibits a roughly constant underestimate of 〈
√

d12〉 vs. NPV
Trimming significantly reduces / removes impact of pile-up
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Comparisons of “fat” jet structure at ATLAS (5 fb−1)
“Ungroomed” and trimmed jet τN scales: PYTHIA vs. POWHEG+PYTHIA
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ATLAS-CONF-2012-065

As with 35 pb−1 LO-only results (arXiv:1203.4606) observe very little difference
between MC, even comparing LO (PYTHIA) to NLO (POWHEG+PYTHIA ).
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